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Vertical stereo-photography
• The best stereo-imagery for photogrammetric processing is taken vertically
above the carved surface - this will provide the primary image set
• Where the carved surface falls within an area less than 1m x 1m, one stereopair taken vertically should suffice
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Vertical stereo-photography
• The 5MPixel Nikon 5400 digital camera uses
a 24mm wide angle lens which, according to
the manufacturers specifications, is the
equivalent to a 35mm lens on a 35mm SLR
camera
• This should provide adequate coverage from
a typical working height of around 1.5m
• There is also a zoom function which ranges
from 28mm – 116mm.
• However for the stereo-photography
always use the zoom at its widest setting –
pressing the W button on the reverse of the
camera will ensure wide angle coverage is set
• Useful note – may need to detach lens cap
from camera to prevent it ‘dangling’ in front of
the lens and getting in the way of the image!

Vertical stereo-photography
• Where possible attempt to obtain stereo-coverage which fulfils the
following requirements although there is no need to accurately ‘set-out’
this coverage – approximations will suffice

Vertical stereo-photography
• Setting up of camera on site

The English Heritage specifications for
photogrammetric survey require:
• “Camera base to object distance ratio of
no more than 1:4”

<0.25m
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NB - In reality this refers
to the distance between
the two images forming
the stereo-pair (camera
base) and the camera
height above the rock
surface (object
distance)
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Vertical stereo-photography
• Setting up of camera on site

The English Heritage specifications for
photogrammetric survey require:
• “Camera base to object distance ratio of
no more than 1:4”

<0.375m
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Vertical stereo-photography
• Setting up of camera on site

The English Heritage specifications for
photogrammetric survey require:
• “Camera base to object distance ratio of
no more than 1:4”

<0.5m

Example 3
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Vertical stereo-photography
• Setting up of camera on site

The English Heritage specifications for
photogrammetric survey require that:
• “Overlap between adjacent stereo
images of at least 60% of the object area”

Overlap area of at least 60%

Vertical stereo-photography
• Setting up of camera on site

The English Heritage specifications for
photogrammetric survey require that:
• “Alignment of each image plane with the
principal plane of the object area to within
+3 degrees of parallelism”

Object plane

Image plane

Vertical stereo-photography
• Setting up of camera on site

The English Heritage specifications for
photogrammetric survey require that:
• “A variation in the scale between adjacent
stereo-images of no more than 5%.”
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Vertical stereo-photography - coverage of large stones
• Where the carved surface occupies an area greater than 1m x 1m, vertical
stereo photography should be taken in strips
• Where possible the area of overlap between adjacent images should be kept
constant – no need to accurately set-up, approximations should suffice

Coverage of large stones
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Oblique stereo-photography
• In addition to vertical coverage, oblique stereo-imagery should also be obtained
of each carved stone
• This should ensure good stereo coverage is obtained of all identified rock art
features, including any deeper, recessed hollows
• If time allows, a convergent, oblique stereo-pair should be taken from all four
sides of the stone
NB – This type of
coverage will also allow
calibration of camera
information – lens
distortion, focal length
etc – to be later derived.
Often referred to as ‘selfcalibration’ this provides
essential information on
the camera geometry to
enable accurate
photogrammetric
processing.

Oblique stereo-photography
• Setting up of camera on site

The English Heritage specifications for
photogrammetric survey require that:
• “Alignment of each image plane with the
principal plane of the object area to within
+3 degrees of parallelism”

In other words try
to maintain the
same camera tilt
for each oblique
stereo-pair

Oblique stereo-photography
• Setting up of camera on site

The English Heritage specifications for
photogrammetric survey require that:
• “Minimised vertical tilt of the camera in
either an upwards or downwards direction,
up to a maximum of +15 degrees”

In other words try
to limit the
downwards (or
upwards) tilt of
the camera for
each oblique pair

Scaling images
• Standard photogrammetry requires the placement of a number of survey targets
on the surface of the feature – typically a minimum of three, preferably four – in
each stereo-image
• These can take a number of forms, as seen below, and can even be points of
detail on the fabric surface itself

Scaling images
• Standard photogrammetry requires the placement of a number of survey targets
on the surface of the feature – typically a minimum of three, preferably four – in
each stereo-image
• These can take a number of forms, as seen below, and can even be points of
detail on the fabric surface itself
• Each target is typically observed using a total station theodolite to obtain three
dimensional co-ordinates, typically accurate to a 1-2mm, for each target

Scaling images
• For rock art however, it is often inappropriate to fix targets to the rock surface and
somewhat inconvenient to transport a theodolite to every identified site
• Instead some practioners use a ‘reference frame’ which is typically placed over the
feature prior to photography. This is simply a rigid, three dimensional frame for which the
dimensions are accurately known and hence the precise 3D relationship between the
different elements
• However these can be restrictive, particularly if a wide variety of different sized features
are to be surveyed. Therefore the use of simple scale bars is suggested
• The images below note the use of a simple black & white scale bar. The inclusion of a
rigid scaling triangle provides additional three dimensional control although it is not deemed
essential to the process.
• However it is ESSENTIAL that each scale bar remains in the same place for both
images – they must not be moved in between exposures!

Scaling images
• Depending on the lighting conditions on site, the graduations on the scaling bars can be
difficult to see on the exposed imagery
• Therefore as shown below, it is suggested that a number of small, survey targets are fixed
to the bar and/or triangle and accurate measurements are taken in between using a steel
tape or ruler. This will ensure accurate scaling of each stereo-image can still be performed

Scaling images
• For longer examples, where multiple stereo-pairs are required, the scale bar/triangle
approach can still be used.
• However it may also prove useful to temporarily fix a number of small survey targets –
preferably one in each corner of the stereo-image - along the stone to ensure the three
dimensionality of the whole feature can be extracted
• These do not need to be theodolite observed but if visible in the imagery, will assist in
tying together a run of stereo-imagery

NB – If targets are
used, REMEMBER
to remove them
after imagery is
completed on site!

NB – A wide variety of
survey targets can be
obtained from York
Survey Supply Centre,
York, tel 01904 692723,
www.yorksurvey.co.uk

Colour balancing
• To ensure consistent colour imagery is captured, it is suggested a colour reference chart
is placed within in each stereo-pair, prior to exposure, alongside the scale bar.
• The standard chart for survey use is the Macbeth chart (properly known as the
GretagMacbeth ColorChecker Color Rendition Chart). As well as allowing accurate
referencing of digital imagery, based on the provision of a number of standard colour blocks
printed on the chart, this also provides a useful focusing reference on site
• As this is a somewhat large and cumbersome chart for rock art application, use of the
IFRAO standard scale is suggested.

NB – Unlike the scale bars, it is not
essential that the colour scale remains in
exactly the same place in between
exposure of each stereo-pair. However if
only single stereo-pairs are acquired, it
can provide another scaling reference

Other issues to consider on site

Variation in scale
between images –
try to maintain a
similar scale
between adjacent
images

Other issues to consider on site

Try to reduce tilt and
orientation to ensure
deep hollows are
well covered and
scale bar easy to
see

Other issues to consider on site

Use of natural light –
even lighting is
better for processing
but raking light is
better for revealing
subtle features

NB – Once the
stereo-imagery is
processed and a
grid of 3D data is
obtained and
‘meshed’ together
to form a surface,
virtual raking
lighting can be
introduced to
artificially
highlight the
carved features

Other issues to consider on site

Rainwater settling in
hollows – if possible
dry up with a
sponge, if not too
deep, prior to
photography

Other issues to consider on site
Try using a tripod – even
a cheap, plastic video
camera tripod will provide
a better quality of
imagery than just using
hand-held

Camera settings - Image Quality and Size (resolution)
• The Nikon 5400 camera stores pictures in one of two
formats
• TIFF (HI quality) and JPEG (Fine, Normal and Basic)
• JPEG is fine for general recording and panoramic
photography. Even though this will reduce file size,
the use of compression techniques can result in loss
of detail or ‘blockiness’ within the image
• Therefore for the stereo-photography the TIFF (HI
quality) setting is preferred, as fidelity of image detail
is paramount

Camera settings - Image Quality and Size (resolution)
• Image size refers to the physical dimensions of the
picture, measured in pixels
• The Nikon 5400 can acquire images at 1M, 2M and
5M pixel size – there are even lower options but these
are not appropriate for rock art recording
• For general recording and panoramic photography
2M size will suffice. However for stereo-photography
the 5M setting should be used – NB this will have to
be used to allow the HI quality TIFF format to be used
• Images of around 16MB will typically be acquired

Camera settings - Image Quality and Size (resolution)
• Selecting the HI quality and 5M settings, will have a
significant impact on the camera’s storage capacity
• As can be seen opposite only 6 such images can be
saved on a 96MB Compact Flash memory card.
Therefore it is suggested higher capacity cards are
used – ideally 1GB – which could take around 62 such
images before requiring downloading onto a computer
• Alternatively if memory card capacity becomes an
issue, the image quality could be reduced to the FINE
setting, which will minimise the effect of compression.
This would then enable around 370 5M images to be
saved on a 1GB card, before downloading is required.

Camera settings – Exposure setting
• For the stereo-photography it is suggested that:
• Spot AF area setting is used to enable spot metering
to be linked to the camera’s active focus area

Camera settings – Exposure setting
• For the stereo-photography it is suggested that:
• Spot AF area setting is used to enable spot metering
to be linked to the camera’s active focus area
• If artificial illumination is required, flash is set to Auto
i.e. no icon is shown. NB - if the flash only fires for just
one shot out of the pair, take an extra exposure with
the flash off as well, to ensure consistent lighting for
the stereo-pair

Camera settings – Exposure setting
• For the stereo-photography it is suggested that:
• Spot AF area setting is used to enable spot metering
to be linked to the camera’s active focus area
• If artificial illumination is required, flash is set to Auto
i.e. no icon is shown. NB - if the flash only fires for just
one shot out of the pair, take an extra exposure with
the flash off as well, to ensure consistent lighting for
the stereo-pair
• To minimise the effect of ‘digital graining’ appearing
in the images, Sensitivity - the equivalent to ISO - is
set to 50. As this will require longer exposure times,
the use of a tripod is suggested to minimise camera
shake when shutter speed is slower than 1/30s
•

Camera settings – Exposure setting
• For the stereo-photography it is suggested that:
• Spot AF area setting is used to enable spot metering
to be linked to the camera’s active focus area
• If artificial illumination is required, flash is set to Auto
i.e. no icon is shown. NB - if the flash only fires for just
one shot out of the pair, take an extra exposure with
the flash off as well, to ensure consistent lighting for
the stereo-pair
• To minimise the effect of ‘digital graining’ appearing
in the images, Sensitivity - the equivalent to ISO - is
set to 50. As this will require longer exposure times,
the use of a tripod is suggested to minimise camera
shake when shutter speed is slower than 1/30s
• In addition noise reduction and sharpening should be
turned off to minimise the introduction of artificially
generated detail within the imagery
• NB - any other automatic adjustments, not
specifically mentioned here, should also be turned off

Camera settings – Focus setting
• Photogrammetric photography is typically acquired
using cameras with fixed focus lens – often referred to
as ‘metric cameras’ – for which the precise focal
length of the lens and its distortion characteristics are
known. This ensures that the same focal length, and
hence image geometry, is used for each image
acquired resulting in high accuracy processing.

Camera settings – Focus setting
• Photogrammetric photography is typically acquired
using cameras with fixed focus lens – often referred to
as ‘metric cameras’ – for which the precise focal
length of the lens and its distortion characteristics are
known. This ensures that the same focal length, and
hence image geometry, is used for each image
acquired resulting in high accuracy processing.
• Low cost digital cameras can also be used for
photogrammetry so long as their image geometry is
known – often referred to as ‘camera calibration’

Camera Calibration
• Existing research suggests 5MPixels to be an appropriate, entry-point for ‘lowcost’ photogrammetry
• Working within a 1.5m range of the object, millimetric survey accuracies are
possible after modelling the geometric parameters of the camera to determine:
•

the precise focal length of the lens at exposure

•

lens distortion, both in radial and tangential directions

•

the central ‘principal point’ of the image sensor

•

the exact dimensions of the individual pixels making up the sensor

• This collection of parameters is commonly referred to as ‘Camera Calibration’
• Has traditionally been performed in university laboratories, using multiple
imagery of a precisely observed test-wall
• May now also be determined by the end-user using a calibration routine, as
increasingly supplied with ‘lower-cost’ photogrammetric software eg Topcon’s PICalib
• The following slide shows the calibration grid, arrangement of images required
and example calibration data

Looking down
Align top row of dots with upper
edge of camera frame

Align right hand row of dots with
right edge of camera frame
Align left hand row of dots with
left edge of camera frame

Straight on

Looking from the left

Looking from the right

Arrangement of images
for camera calibration
using Topcon PI-Calib
Looking up

Align lower row of dots with
lower edge of camera frame

Camera settings – Focus setting
• Photogrammetric photography is typically acquired
using cameras with fixed focus lens – often referred to
as ‘metric cameras’ – for which the precise focal
length of the lens and its distortion characteristics are
known. This ensures that the same focal length, and
hence image geometry, is used for each image
acquired resulting in high accuracy processing.
• Low cost digital cameras can also be used for
photogrammetry so long as their image geometry is
known – often referred to as ‘calibration’
• However such cameras typically use auto-focus lens
which produces a variable focal length. Also unless
high quality lens (and hence high cost cameras) are
used, distortion of the image will occur

Camera settings – Focus setting
• Photogrammetric photography is typically acquired
using cameras with fixed focus lens – often referred to
as ‘metric cameras’ – for which the precise focal
length of the lens and its distortion characteristics are
known. This ensures that the same focal length, and
hence image geometry, is used for each image
acquired resulting in high accuracy processing.
• Low cost digital cameras can also be used for
photogrammetry so long as their image geometry is
known – often referred to as ‘calibration’
• However such cameras typically use auto-focus lens
which produces a variable focal length. Also unless
high quality lens (and hence high cost cameras) are
used, distortion of the image will occur
• Therefore in such applications, manual focus is
typically preferred to ensure the same focus setting is
applied to each image along with the relevant
distortion characteristics.
• However the Nikon 5400 does not have a numerical
indicator of focus, when in manual mode – only a
moving icon is available – which is insufficient to allow
consistent focus setting across images

Camera settings – Focus setting
• Therefore it is suggested that focus is manually set
to infinity.
• It is noted the focus distance can be set from 1cm
(0.4”) to infinity so if used alongside a small aperture
(allowing greater depth of field) this should enable
imagery to be acquired in focus from an average
distance of 1.5m

Camera settings – Focus setting
• To ensure the correct part of the image is focused
correctly, AF Area mode is set to either manual or off

Camera settings – Focus setting
• To ensure the correct part of the image is focused
correctly, AF Area mode is set to either manual or off
• To prolong battery life, Auto-Focus Mode is set to
Single AF
•

Camera settings – Focus setting
• To ensure the correct part of the image is focused
correctly, AF Area mode is set to either manual or off
• To prolong battery life, Auto-Focus Mode is set to
Single AF
• Focus confirmation is set to Off. Unless manual
focus is used, there appears little justification for
having focus confirmation turned on.

Photogrammetric processing
• Once the package of stereo-photography and survey control/scaling has been
obtained, photogrammetric processing is traditionally carried out on large,
sophisticated photogrammetric plotting machines to produce 2D drawings
Image Acquisition

Plotting machine

Metric Camera

Survey Control
Theodolite

Stereo-pair
Survey target

2D survey drawing

Photogrammetric processing
• The data is typically recorded in 3D, and formatted for use in CAD software such
as AutoCAD or Microstation
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3D digital CAD data

Photogrammetric processing
• This processing is now typically carried out on Digital Photogrammetric
Workstations running ‘high-end’ software such as SocetSet from BAE Systems

Image Acquisition

Digital Photogrammetric
Workstation or ‘DPW’

Metric Camera

Survey Control
Theodolite

Stereo-pair
Survey target

3D digital CAD data

Photogrammetric processing
• Deliverables from digital photogrammetry include:
Drawings outputted in either 2D or 3D
Digital Surface Models (DSM)

Perspective view – a
combination of both the
above

Orthorectified images

Animations – comprising
many different perspectives
views combined together

Photogrammetric processing – lower cost solutions
Can also use low-cost solutions such as:
• Photomodeler Scanner from Eos
Systems Inc
www.photomodeler.com/products/pm-scanner.htm
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Photogrammetric processing – lower cost solutions
Can also use low-cost solutions such as:
• Photomodeler Scanner from Eos
Systems Inc
www.photomodeler.com/products/pm-scanner.htm

•

Lensphoto from Wuhan Lensoft Co. Ltd

www.lensoft.com

• PI-3000/Imagemaster ‘Image Surveying
Station’ from Topcon Survey
www.terrageomatics.com

